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About This Content

This additional content pack contains the following items;
•Full "Scythe" Hero Outfit

•Full "Bowerstone Guard" Hero Outfit
•Full "Knothole Glade Guard" Hero Outfit

•Full "Guild Graduate" Hero Outfit
•Full "Prophets" Hero Outfit

•"N.W.A. Staff" Will User's Sceptre
•"The Headbanger" Lute Weapon

•Full "Apollo's" Ranger Hero Outfit
•"Apollo's" Legendary Crossbow Weapon

•Full "Peirates" Pirate Hero Outfit
•"Peirates" Legendary Cutlass Weapon
•Full "Snowspire Guard" Hero Outfit
•"The Jackarse" Dead Fish Weapon

•"Sword of Strategia" Golden Sword Weapon
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Title: Fable Anniversary - Scythe Content Pack
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Lionhead Studios
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: Intel 2GHz Core2 Duo / AMD Athlon 64 x2 2.4GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon X1800/ Nvidia GeForce 7600GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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For the price its a no brainer, fun as ♥♥♥♥ game. Devs did a great job, keep updating lads.. Good history
Good events
Simple card game
No need to purchase things to be a good player. Non-essential cosmetic DLC. Fantastic skins for each of the Bombshells agents
especially Red Card. 3.5\/3. TLDR: The best spraypainting simulator, with the most chill vibe and setting you could ask
for. Highly recommended, even at full asking price

Never did I think this would become one of my top played VR games. I say game, but this is definitley a simulator
experience, rather than a game.

and oh man, does it do it good. The vibe this game has is so chill. The music and ambience is so perfectly done, you can
kill hours and hours just spraying away. The interface at first threw me off a little, but within half hour I was sliding
between the options and navigating round the paint options like a pro...

... and boy oh boy are there options. Colours, paint types (metallic anyone?!) pressure, nozzle type, size, drip settings,
music settings... I could go on.

I haven't tried to the multipler aspect of this game as of yet, as I'm aware of the difficulties that this could include and
I can only imagine the frustration of people ruining your work... I'm definitely one of those that prefer this sort of
thing on my own to relax.

-GOOD POINTS-

+ Ambience. Awesome feel to the atmosphere.

+ Loads of options for paint / colours / can types

+ Projector mode. Allows you to project any image onto a wall as a giant stencil. Easy to use too!

+ Realism. Although I've had limited real world experience with graffitti, it feels pretty legit. The haptic feedback is
also a really nice touch. The drip settings in particular are really neat and you have to be careful with what you're
doing, although can be turned off.

+ Music! THE MUSIC IS AWESOME *edit, I realise it uses actual radio stations but my point stands ;)*

+ various locations (although some of them feel a bit sparse, but in an abstract arty way. I prefer the rooftop level
most.

+ Little extras like being able to shoot hoops on one of the levels.
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+ Climbing a ladder to reach higher points

+ Updates by the Devs!

- BAD POINTS -

- You can only spray one designated surface on all the levels. I think the level with the basketball hoop you can spray a
bit more, but I'd like to be able to spray more surrounding surfaces. It would be neat to spray a chair for example.

- I feel you need to turn your hand a little *too* much in order to bring up the spray options on your left hand

- Speaking of your left hand, I'm not aware of any option to use this left handed, which could be a major problem for a
lot of users..

- SUBJECTIVE POINTS -

- Some users might get frustrated with not being able to be a baddass artist within the first 10 minutes which could
frustrate or even alienate some people.

- I sometimes feel the projector, as great as it is, throws the colour off a bit too much. I know there's options for the
add / lighten options (simiular to the way Photoshop works) but sometimes still makes it challenging.

- SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR THE DEVS -

* Built in stencils for learning how to spray classic bubble styles and such for new users.

* a timed / cop mode where you can get busted

* Seasonal themed levels would be really cool and fun :). This game is so fun! Gorgeous graphics, cute characters,
really challenging. Haven't played the multi-player yet, but the single player is a blast. I love that you have to wrack
your brain so much to figure out a lot of the puzzles. Love this game!. Pretty fun tower defense game. Has
electronic\/techno music. Somewhat rage inducing when trying to get perfects on levels.. Two thumbs up... because I
only have two thumbs
Awesome just to listen to the music from this game! Very peaceful & relaxing.. Most bullet hell shoot em ups on steam
are plagued by either technical issues (such as very limited resolution options) or overly nostalgic design decisions (like
having arcade as the only playable mode).
This game suffers from neither of those problems while also having the most appealing visual style I have seen in a
shoot em up and keeping the core gameplay elements of a classic bullet hell shooter intact.

The only thing I severely dislike about the game so far is, that in story mode the final stage can only be accessed by
completing all challenges in all previous stages. If you want to move up a difficulty, you would also have to repeat the
whole process. I'm not a fan of gating endgame content in general, especially if it feels this artificial and forced. If
someone has played up to the end of the game, why would you deny him or her the final chapter? Every other chapter
is unlocked by beating the previous chapter, why not the final one too? If you really do want to gate it, at least make it
interesting! This almost made me not write a review or even write a negative one, because I think that is a ridiculously
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bad idea that really rubbed me the wrong way, but at the end of the day, the rest of the game is very good so I still think
you should give it a try.
. pretty okay game.

The difficulty never really ramps up enough, only a few of the last fights were even vaguely challenging.

There are a bunch of varrying different weapon types, but they don't actually mean that much in difference

Armor, Weapons, and characters all don't scale over the course of the game, which is a bit odd. Armor mostly doesn't
scale, which means the only scaling in the game is in the accessory slot, and consumables

The story never quite followed for me. It was there, but it didn't feel like there was anything to it

The game didn't last terribly long, but with the lack of progression, that might be a good thing
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Great game, Like heroes, but reasonable. Admittedly, I was skeptical on the price before buying this, fully expecting to regret
buying it, but that really didn't happen. There's a pretty good number of tracks in the soundtrack (since it does come with the
music from all 3 episodes, and this series doesn't reuse all the same music for each episode), and I found almost all of the tracks
to be really good. I don't necessarily notice the music consciously while going through the stories in Visual Novels, because they
aren't the main focus, but listening to the music from this one on its own was definitely worth doing. This music fits the VN
very well, but it also stands just as well by itself, very worth listening to, and was worth the price.. The game itself is good, but
the movement is kind of finicky at times. So basically, you can move by touching the trackpad and run by pressing and holding
it. You can do this with both trackpads, but some actions with the gun also use the pressing action.
This lead to some movement when I didn't want to, and could be a problem sometimes. Otherwise, pretty good.. Space - The
Return of the Pixxelfrazzer is a spectacular game.
I'm always happy when "one of those" games falls into my hands.
You know, the ones you start of without a clue of what you are doing but the game pully you in nonetheless and before you
know it it's morning and you didn't get any sleep.

This game defines itself through wonderful quirkiness.

One time when I was shooting at asteroids for money, one asteroid transformed into a monster and ate me.
Another time I was doing a quest, and when I was done the questobject suddenly killed me.

Space is never what you expect in this game, and I'm loving it.

Add to that the amount of detail besides having everything turn and eat you, and you realize this is a gem.

There's a "wiggle" upgrade in the game, which is supposed to make you bullets wiggle.
But, and I kid you not, the description text of said upgrade wiggles aswell.

It's the small things that make you wonder and smile, and it's doing that all the time.
I guess part of this comes by not explaining much besides the basics, so you're left with a universe of strangeness to figure out.

The controls are more on the simulation side of things in normal mode, but then there's that other mode that's great for dodging
and stuff.

tl;dr
Game is random
Game is fun
Graphics are retro, but with a lot of attention to detail
Music feels weird at first, but you grow to like it
Complete freedom - do whatever you want
Game takes you by the hand via tips flashing in every now and then
You can set the difficulty anytime
It has coop
There is a lot of things to see
You can freeze Planets.. I am going to do everything in my power to make this
the next big e-sport.
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